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sus clonal colonies, and multicellular versus
single-celled organisms.
It’s easy to name deserving specimens,
species, and habitats unvisited by Sussman.
Some of these she appends as a to-do list.
Jared Farmer
In the meantime, dendrophiles can refer to a
achel Sussman, a photographer who The only animals in her cabinet of curiosities more formal—and nicely illustrated—comﬁrst earned wide attention through a are corals that by themselves look like art.
pendium published in association with the
2010 TED talk, spent ten years takSussman hasn’t (yet) shown in a major Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (1).
ing portraits of organisms that have lived art museum, but her book essentially funcSusmann neglects to mention that the
longer than two millennia.
tions as an exhibition cata- search for the oldest living thing is itself
The result, The Oldest Living
log. As such, it is a gorgeous quite old and includes great names (and egos)
The Oldest Living Things
Things in the World, is not a
thing: oversized dimensions, in the history of biology, such as Candolle,
in the World
Guinness Book of Longevity.
glossy pages, and whole-page Adanson, Humboldt, Agassiz, Lindley, and
by Rachel Sussman
Sussman is an artist, neither a
color plates. The accompa- Gray. In the 19th century, the documentaUniversity of Chicago Press,
cataloger nor a scientist, and
nying text—a series of sci- tion of ancient trees (both living and fossilChicago, 2014.
certainly not in league with
ence-inﬂected travel essays— ized) contributed to the great debates over
304 pp. $45, £31.50. ISBN
peakbaggers and “doom tourenhances or distracts from the Earth’s age and the historicity of the Bible.
9780226057507.
ists” who want to gain access
art depending on one’s bias. European yew (Taxus baccata) was widely
to exotica just because they’re
Although Sussman writes considered the oldest until the 1853 publicity
there or preen about having seen things forthrightly with style and wit, not every- about Sequoiadendron giganteum, which was
before they’re gone. Rather, for her, the one will relate to the travel and relationship deﬁnitively superseded in the 1950s by Great
number 2000 is simply an organizing prin- issues of a self-identiﬁed 30-something, sin- Basin bristlecone pine (Pinus longaeva).
ciple for contemplating persistence in a time gle, female, Jewish, atheist, freelance acroMore recently, botanists have determined
of climate change. Almost accidentally, her bat-turned-photographer based in Brooklyn. that the megaﬂora of the Sierra Nevada is
path of personal discovery became an exerAs a memoir, the book might have been mostly younger than advertised and that
cise in biological inquiry and environmental improved if it were even more personal and extreme longevity is more common than
humanism.
organized chronologically like a journal— once suspected—and hardly restricted to
Her photographs, shot in natural light with one decade of a life spent contemplating mul- single-trunked woody dicots. The hitch is
a medium-format ﬁlm camera, are more evoc- timillennial lives. Instead, Sussman divides that scientists can only estimate the ages of
ative than informational. Sussman favors the her work into seven parts by continents various clonal life forms using a combinamedium-wide-angle view from a moderate (starting, conventionally, with North Amer- tion of radiocarbon dating and growth rate
distance—a perspective that approximates ica and giant sequoia). For scientists, at least, analysis. As Sussman admits, her given date
a person’s ocular coverage while standing in the material would have been more interest- ranges may yet be revised. Many of her subfront of a tree. In this way, she humanizes her ing arranged along different axes: natural jects were discovered only in the past 30
specimens even though her pictures include versus human-assisted longevity, mild ver- years as researchers have paid increased
no people. Unlike 19th-century photogra- sus extreme environments, terrestrial ver- attention to polar, desert, and oceanic organphers such as Carleton Watkins or contempo- sus aquatic species, plants versus nonplants, isms that may function as advance indicarary tree-climbers with National Geographic, fast versus slow growers, individuals ver- tors of climate change. It’s heartening to read
Sussman has no desire to capture
about the many experts who
—optically conquer—an entire
volunteered their time—invitgiant sequoia (Sequoiadendron
ing Sussman to the ﬁeld, guidgiganteum).
ing her to specimens—after an
Some of her arboreal sube-mail exchange.
jects are charismatic; others,
What can scientists take
like Welwitschia mirabilis, look
from this work? Perhaps it will
weird; just as many are hauntinspire new interest in the evoingly nondescript. Going well
lutionary ecology of senesbeyond trees, Sussman seeks out
cence. It would be good to know
lesser-known marvels: monster
if certain environmental condimushrooms, luxuriant seagrass,
tions favor endurance across
ultra-green tuffets of Atacaman
species, populations, and indiparsley (Azorella compacta),
viduals—and whether there are
Arctic lichens, Antarctic moss,
“hot spots” for longevity as well
sculptural stromatolites, and
as biodiversity. Or, like Edward
permafrost extremophiles that
O. Wilson (who contributes a
may be half a million years old.
blurb), one can simply appreciate Sussman’s biophilic sense
The reviewer is at the Department of Hisof wonder. Stewart Brand (protory, State University of New York, Stony
La Llareta #0308-23B26. Llareta (Azorella compacta), a member of the celery vider of another endorsement)
Brook, NY, 11794, USA. E-mail: jared.
family from Chile’s Atacama Desert, reaches ages of up to 3000 years.
represents a different audience.
farmer@stonybrook.edu
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Founding editor of the Whole Earth Catalog,
contrarian champion of nuclear power, and
driving force behind the Long Now Foundation, Brand has lately advocated for deextinction and human life extension. One
wonders if Sussman’s art of longevity might
unwittingly motivate technophilic oligarchs
to fund bioengineering projects following
Google’s antiaging initiative, Calico.
Sussman has humbler, nobler designs:
creating additional art and advocating for
UNESCO recognition for all ancient organisms. God bless her. We need more artists,
musicians, dancers, and poets to give humanistic expression to the pursuit of environmental knowledge. I wish major research institutions supported artist-in-residence programs alongside labs. Sussman believes that
“[t]he best art and science projects enhance
and extend each other, bringing something
new to both; they are not about simply
making the research pretty, or making artworks using novel scientiﬁc tools.” By this
measure, The Oldest Living Things in the
World is a work for the ages.
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n The Gap, Thomas Suddendorf offers a
cogent analysis of how the mental lives
of humans differ from those of other animals. He claims that the gap lies in animals’
inability to imagine the future or “read” the
minds of others. Suddendorf (a psychologist at the University of Queensland) distills research that spans domains of memory,
mental time travel, mind-reading, and morality. For each topic, he spells out psychological feats that most humans can perform and
details explorations of the same traits in other
animals. He supplements his summaries with
research highlights: case studies of individuals who lack episodic memory, tests of selfawareness that expose animals with rouge on
their noses to mirrors, arguments for mental
The reviewer is at the Department of Psychology, New York
University, 6 Washington Place, New York, NY 10003, USA.
E-mail: bryan.sim@nyu.edu

time travel in animals that store tools
for later use, and inferring morality
from apes’ sign language.
Following a simple and predictable menu, Suddendorf ’s chapters
simmer “what the science of the mind
has taught us about the human faculties,” serve up our knowledge of the
“animal capacities in these domains
that challenge claims of human
uniqueness,” and ﬁnally blend in a
short discussion that melds these
ingredients. He serves up a clear
and unbiased account. More important, Suddendorf ’s conclusions are
restrained and his analyses prudent.
Attempting to appease those with short to simpler learning processes. For instance,
attention spans, the author sprinkles The Gap Australian crows (Corvus orru) that have
with tidbits about current understanding and learned to eat poisonous crane toads (Rhiresearch methodology that range from mildly nella marina) safely by ﬂipping them over
interesting to quite fascinating. Many of us and pecking at their harmless belly demonassume, for example, that puberty marks the strate ﬂexible problem-solving. But given the
last major spurt in our growth and that any seemingly much greater intellectual ﬂexibility
further cognitive advances trickle rather than of humans, what signiﬁcance should we attriﬂow. However, our brains do not fully reach bute to the crows’ capability? The contrasting
maturity until young adulthood: When asked interpretations arise because the science is not
to simply look in the opposite direction of a objective. In our attempts to demarcate the
light that appears on a screen, participants gap between humans and other animals, our
stumble as adolescents, then gradually get humanness confounds our understanding of
better as they grow up and learn to toe the line. nature—the romantics and skeptics among us
Suddendorf starts his quest to delineate reach rich and lean explanations, respectively.
the boundaries between human and animal To his credit, Suddendorf gives equal voice to
brains with an assertion that some will ﬁnd both.
difﬁcult to swallow: we are not that unique.
Its foibles aside, the book provides a new
We are “the last humans” simply because our lens through which to see the world. Read it,
nearest relatives have all died out. This per- and you might never look at yourself or your
spective serves to map the rest
household pets in the same
of our journey: Because the
light. One starts to realize how
The Gap
forces of nature (or, as some
strange our own behaviors are
The Science of What
argue, we) have killed off the
as Suddendorf ratchets up our
Separates Us from Other
hominids that would othercollective self-consciousness
Animals
wise be most closely related to
by offering snapshots of the
us, the best source of informa- By Thomas Suddendorf
insane world we seem to have
Basic Books, New York, 2013.
tion about our ancestral concreated for ourselves. Refer366 pp. $29.99, C$34.50.
ditions comes from apes and
ring to the abstract roles of
ISBN 9780465030149.
monkeys. Suddendorf viv“[r]eferees, idols, CEOs, ofﬁidly describes these creatures,
cers, priests, [and] banks,” he
including anecdotes of monkeys swinging notes that “[a]nimals cannot perceive them.
off his arms. The book then walks us through We merely imagine them together and act as if
humans’ intellectual aspirations. Here read- they are real. And so, for us, they are.”
ers encounter cats with rouge on their noses
Ultimately, Suddendorf does not deliver
walking into mirrors, chimpanzees playing a feel-good story. The book did not leave me
with paintbrushes, and orangutans trying to feeling fuzzy inside, nor could I divine a moral
determine which cup (the noisy or quiet one) or take-home message. The ideas presented
contains the nuts. In summarizing the results are fascinating; the presentation, less so. The
of these studies, Suddendorf discusses two Gap, however, provides an honest account of
contrasting perspectives: “rich” and “lean” an extremely interesting topic and a candid
explanations of animal behavior. For any set view of the research behind our understandof ﬁndings, there can be rich interpretations ing. The narrative is not always pretty, but why
that “ascribe complex, human-like abilities should science be?
to animals” and lean explanations that defer
10.1126/science.1254362
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